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PREFACE

Having spent more than 20 years in the field of information technology and having published
more than 70 research papers, I feel obliged to share my knowledge, experience, analysis and
results of real-life situations. The book has evolved from my teaching experience in several
technical institutions and rich experience of working in IT industry. The objective is enabling
readers to gain sufficient knowledge and experience to perform useful programming tasks using
the latest techniques. This book help students to become competent learners by using reading and
writing programs to acquire knowledge in the various areas. Readers who already know Python
will also find the book useful because the presentation is quite different from that of other books
and includes material not found elsewhere.

Python Language is always worth looking at from a different perspective because there is
never an end to learning something new about this rich and flexible programming environment.
This book comprises of 12 chapters divided into three sections related to Core Programming,
Core Libraries and Core statistics in Python. Each chapter begins with a number of important and
interesting examples taken from a variety of fields. The aim is to explain the concepts and
simultaneously to develop in readers an understanding of its application in real-life example.
Every effort has been made to present the topic in an easy, clear, lucid and systematic manner.
I hope this easy-to-understand approach would enable readers to develop the required skills and
apply techniques to all kinds of problems. Additional questions at the end of each chapter are
provided to test the reader’s understanding of the subject matter.

Programming is the art of expressing solutions to problems enabling computer to execute
those solutions. Programming is learned by writing programs and hence is similar to other
endeavors with a practical component. We cannot learn to program without writing lots of code
along with reading the concept. Like we cannot learn to swim, play guitar, or drive a car by just
merely reading a book; there is no substitute for writing code along with understanding concepts
and principles of programming. For acquiring practical skills of programming, we need to do
practical exercises and get used to the tools for writing, compiling, and running programs. This
book is intentionally written with this methodology, and helps you understand the concepts and
principles through the practical skills of programming. The reader is suggested to execute the
programs for understanding utility and effectiveness of the concept in a better manner.

Constructive suggestions and comments will be sincerely appreciated from the readers of
this book at bhartimotwani@hotmail.com.

Dr. Bharti Motwani
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Introduction to Python

Python is an interpreted high-level, general-purpose programming language created by Guido van
Rossum and first released in 1991. Python is Van Rossum's vision of a small core language with a
large standard library and easily extensible interpreter; that stemmed from his frustrations with ABC.
Python has top the charts in the recent years over other programming after undergoing a drastic change
since its release 25 years ago. The Python language has diversified application in the software
development and has a higher plethora over other programming languages used in the industry. Python
is both free and open source and runs on all major operating systems like Microsoft Windows, Linux,
and Mac OS. With its strong process integration features, unit testing framework and enhanced control
capabilities, it contribute towards the increased speed for most applications and productivity of
applications. It is a great option for building scalable multi-protocol network applications.

1.1 FEATURES OF PYTHON

Python supports multiple programming paradigms, including object-oriented, imperative,
functional and procedural. The following are the important features of Python:

 Python allows branching and looping as well as modular programming using functions.
 Python has an effective data handling and storage facility for numeric and textual data.
 Python features a dynamic type system and automatic memory management.
 Python provides a collection of operators for calculations on list, tuple and dictionary.
 Python provides large and integrated collection of tools for data analysis and statistical

functions.
 Python code is interpreted by interpreter line by line at a time. This means that there is no

need to compile it like other programming languages.
 It is platform independent programming language, its code easily run on any platform such

as Windows, Linux, Unix , Macintosh etc.
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 Python language is more expressive. It means that it is more understandable and readable.
 Python is dynamically-typed. This means that the type for a value is decided at runtime, not

in advance. This is why we don’t need to specify the type of data while declaring it.
 Python is very easy to code. Compared to other popular languages like Java and C++.
 Python is an integrated suite of software facilities for data manipulation, calculation and

graphical facilities for data analysis and display.
 Python's syntax is easy to learn, non-programmers and programmers can do programming

easily.
 Rather than having all of its functionality built into its core, Python was designed to be

highly extensible. This compact modularity has made it particularly popular as a means of
adding programmable interfaces to existing applications. There are over 300 standard library
modules which contain modules and classes for a wide variety of programming. In addition
to the standard libraries there are extensive collections of freely available add-on modules,
libraries, frameworks, and tool-kits.

1.2 INSTALLATION OF PYTHON

Python is programming language. Python can be installed for Windows (32/64bit) and save it in a
local directory. Python is available for both the versions of windows (32-bit/ 64-bit). After installation,
locate the icon to run the program in a directory structure under the windows program files (Fig 1.1).
Clicking this icon brings Python-GUI which is the start for Python programming (Fig 1.2).

Programing in an easy way can be done using Anaconda or PyCharm software. Anaconda is a
free and open-source distribution that consists of Python + couple of Python libraries. It also has own
virtual environment and repository which can be used along with Python command. Anaconda can be
installed from https://www.anaconda.com/download/. Anaconda when installed shows five different
options: Anaconda navigator, Anaconda prompt, Jupyter notebook, Reset Spyder settings, Spyder (Fig
1.3). Jupyter notebook is sheet which gives you opportunity to arrange your code into cells and run it
in desired order. The first screen of Jupyter notebook is displayed in Fig 1.4. We can observe that the
Jupyter screen does the operation cell by cell and hence there is a single place where the programming
is done. Spyder is an integrated development environment (IDE) meant for Python. The opening
screen of Spyder is displayed in Fig 1.5.We can observe that the programming is done in left window
and the results are displayed in right bottom window. The right top window displays the variables and
the data. All the programs in this book are made using the Spyder software.

PyCharm is an integrated development environment used in computer programming, specifically
for the Python language. It is developed by the Czech company JetBrains and the software can be
downloaded from https://www.jetbrains.com/pycharm/download/. The PyCharm first screen has many
windows as displayed in Fig 1.6. The top left window dives details about the project on which we are
working. The center top window is the place where programming is done and the bottom window
displays the results of the programming.
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1.3 FIRST INTERACTION

In Python environment setup, launch Python interpreter to get a prompt “>>>”. We will start
learning Python programming by writing a "Hello" program. Depending on the needs, we can program
either at Python command prompt or Jupyter (Command Line) or we can write a Python script file in
Spyder or Jupyter or Pycharm. In all the options, Python issues a prompt where, it expects input
commands. Type print(“Hello”) in different software and observe the results after executing the
command. In Python interpreter, write the statement at the command prompt and press enter to view
the result. In spyder and Jupyter software, click on “Run” to view the results. In Pycharm, click on
Run menu and choose on “run” option; select the appropriate file name to execute the program and for
viewing the results.

1.3.1 Command Line versus Scripts
Command line is generally used for single line and Script is used for multiple commands. If we

want to execute only one function, highlight the function and click on Run current selection. But, if we
want to use the whole file containing many functions to get executed together, we need to write a
script for the same and click on Run.

1.3.2 Comments
Comments are like text notes for user’s help in Python program and they are ignored by the

compiler. A single line comment start with #. Example : #This is my first program. Multi-line
comments can be created using """ (three double quotes in start and end of comment block).

1.3.3 Identifiers
A Python identifier is a name used to identify a variable, function, or any other user-defined item.

Python is a case-sensitive programming language. Thus, Amount and amount are two different
identifiers in Python. The name of a identifier must follow the naming rules. The name of an identifier
can be composed of letters, digits, and the underscore character. An identifier starts with a letter A to
Z, a to z, or an underscore ‘_’ followed by zero or more letters, underscores, and digits (0 to 9).
Python does not allow punctuation characters such as @, $, and % within identifiers. Example: BILL,
amount, Answer, a12sd etc. It should be noted here that unlike any other programming language, there
is no need to declare the variable in Python. An identifier is generally associated with an expression or
a value. The = operator means assignment, not mathematical equality. The statement a = b copies the
value stored in variable b into variable a. It should be noted that the numeric value is written without
double quotes and a string value is enclosed in double quotes "". A string contains characters that are
similar to character literals: plain characters, escape sequences, and universal characters. Example: For
the statement, revenue = 500. Revenue is an identifier which has the value 500. In Python, we say that
revenue is assigned value 500 and the assignment operator (=) is used. For the statement city=”Pune”
stores the string value of Pune in the city identifier.
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Fig. 1.1: Python Prompt Fig. 1.2: Python Interpreter

Fig. 1.3: Anaconda Fig. 1.4: Jupyter Notebook

Fig. 1.5: Spyder Software Fig. 1.6: Pycharm Software
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1.3.4 Reserved Words
These words have some pre-defined significance in Python programming language. It should be

noted that reserved words may not be used as constants or any other identifier names. Example of
reserved words include if, else, for, break etc.

1.3.5 Whitespace
A line containing only whitespace, possibly with a comment, is known as a blank line, and a

Python compiler totally ignores it. Whitespace is the term used in Python to describe blanks, tabs,
newline characters and comments. Example: Net profit = gross profit- expenses. Whitespace character
is not required between net profit and =, or between = and gross profit, although we are free to include
some to increase readability.

1.4 INPUT AND OUTPUT IN PYTHON

The most fundamental thing in a programming language is input to the program and output from
the program. Input in a Python program is taken using the input() function and the output is displayed
using print() function.

The string which needs to be printed is written in double quotes in print() function. The command
print("HelloWorld") hence prints Hello world on the screen as shown in the above figures in different
software. An identifier inside double quotes will be printed by Python as the name of the identifier
rather than the value of the identifier. Example: print("The total amount is amount") will print “The
total amount is amount” on the screen. But if we need to print the value of the identifier, we need to
write identifier name without double quotes. Example: if we write print("The total amount is:
",amount), then the screen will print “The total amount is: 500”. It should be noted that the string and
identifier are concatenated with comma (,).

It should be noted that the input() function accepts only string data.

#Program to show use of only input() function
x=input("Enter the number: ")
print("The number is: ",x, "and class is: ",type(x)).
------------------------------------------
In [1]: runfile(...)
Enter the number: 45
The number is: 45 and class is: <class 'str'>

Explanation: In the above program, the user is asked to enter a number using only the input
function. Since the input function only considers string as input, hence it converts all input into strings.
In the above program, the user enters 45 which is a number but, the input function converts it into
string. Hence, when we will print the data type of “x” using type() function, class “str” is printed.

The effective use of input function is only when the user wants to enter a string data type only.
This is demonstrated in the following program:
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#Program to enter string using input() function
username=input("Enter your name: ")
print("Hello ",username)
------------------------------------------
In [1]: runfile(...)
Enter your name: India
Hello India

Explanation: In the above program, the user is prompted to enter the name which is stored in
variable “username” and hence when the username is printed, the name is printed.

The above program illustrates the use of input function to input a string. However, if the user
want to enter numeric data, there is a need to use other functions along with input() function. Python
accepts numeric input from the user in the form of an integer or float number using the int() and float()
function respectively. This is demonstrated in the following example:

#Program to show use of int() and float() functions
amount= int(input("Enter the amount: "))
print("The amount is:",amount)

profit=float(input("Enter the Profit: "))
print("The profit is:",profit)
------------------------------------------
In [1]: runfile(...)
Enter the amount: 5000
The amount is: 5000
Enter the Profit: 323.67
The profit is: 323.67
In [2]: runfile(...)
Enter the amount: 450
The amount is: 450
Enter the Profit: 34
The profit is: 34.0

Explanation: After displaying the string “Enter the amount: ”, the programs execution stops and
wait for the user to type some text and then press enter key. The string produced by the input function
is passed to the int() function which produces a value to assign to the variable “amount”. The
command amount= int(input("Enter the amount:")) hence prompts the user to enter an integer value
and stores it in the identifier amount. The print command prints the value of amount. The command
profit=float(input("Enter the Profit: ")) prompts the user to enter a decimal value for the profit and
stores it in the identifier profit. The print command prints the value of profit. In [1]: displays the
results when the program was executed for the first time and In [2]: displays the results when the
program was executed for the second time.
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It can be observed that the first time when the program was executed the integer value 5000
corresponding to amount and decimal value 323.67 corresponding to profit were printed in their
respective forms, since the type of input data was same as the functions used. However, when the
functions were executed for the second time, we can see that the profit was given as an input of 34.
Since the function used was float, hence, the integer value was converted to float value, thereby
printing float value of 34.0. However, error would have been generated if the amount was entered in a
decimal form because float value is not automatically converted to an integer form in Python.

One of the most important operator is assignment operator (=) that assign values from right side
operands to left side operand. C = A + B will assign the value of A + B to C. Like any other
programming language, Python also helps to compute the result in print statement as shown in the
following program:

#Program to do the calculation inside print statement
r=float(input("Enter radius of circle: "))
area=3.14*r*r
print("The area of circle using variable is: ",area)
print("The area of circle computed directly is", 3.14*r*r)
------------------------------------------
In [1]: runfile(...)
Enter radius of circle: 3.4
The area of circle using variable is: 36.2984
The area of circle computed directly is 36.2984

Explanation: In the first case the user is prompted to enter the radius which is stored in variable
“r”. The area is computed and stored in variable named “area”. The first print statement prints the
answer from the variable “area” on the screen. The second print statement does the calculation inside
the print statement and prints the result. Both the ways of print statement hence prints the same result
(36.2984). The user can decide amongst two ways depending on the requirement.

Python provides a distinct feature of taking input from the user using eval() function which
considers the data type according to the nature of input provided. The eval() function can also be used
to convert a string representing a numeric expression into its evaluated numeric value. This is
demonstrated in the following program:

#Program to take input from the user using eval() function
var1 = eval(input('Enter the first value: '))
print('var1 =', var1, ' type:', type(var1))
var2 = eval(input('Enter the second value: '))
print('var2 =', var2, ' type:', type(var2))
var3 = eval(input('Enter the third value: '))
print('var3 =', var3, ' type:', type(var3))
------------------------------------------
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In [1]: runfile(...)
Enter the first value: 678
var1 = 678 type: <class 'int'>
Enter the second value: 398.56
var2 = 398.56 type: <class 'float'>
Enter the third value: "Hello Dear"
var3 = Hello Dear type: <class 'str'>

Explanation: The first statements ask the user to enter the first value. The value entered by the
user is stored in var1 (Here, 678). The statement print('var1 =', var1, 'type:', type(var1)) displays the
output on the screen as : var1 = 678 type: <class 'int'>. It can be observed that var1 is written as it is
since it is contained inside the single quote. After the comma var1 is written without quotes, hence the
value of the identifier var1 will be displayed (Here 678). After the comma type is written in single
quote, hence it is printed as it is and then the type(var1) is printed. Since the user entered an integer
value, class is printed as int. Similarly, in the next example the user enters a float value (398.56);
hence the class is printed as float. In the last example, the user enters a string in the double quote;
hence the class is printed as “str” which represents string.

Unlike other programming language like C, C++, it is possible to give multiple inputs using one
single input statement and hence multiple variables can be assigned in one statement. Example: num1,
num2 = eval(input('Please enter number 1and number 2: ')) will prompt the user to enter two numbers
num1 and num2.

#Program to show use of accepting multiple inputs
num1, num2 = eval(input('Please enter two numbers: '))
print(num1, '+', num2, '=', num1 + num2)
------------------------------------------
In [1]: runfile(...)
Please enter number1 and number2: 5, 6
5 + 6 = 11

Explanation: The above example shows that the user is able to enter the two numbers at the
same time using one eval() function. The user has entered two numbers 5 and 6 and hence the resultant
is 11. It should be noted that two numbers entered are separated by a comma.

It should be noted that each print statement corresponds to the output in new line.

#Program to print multiple statements in single program
print('Hello')
print('and')
print('Welcome')
------------------------------------------
In [1]: runfile(...)
Hello
and
Welcome
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Explanation: We can observe that the use of each print statement displays the result in a new
line. Hence, “Hello”, “and”, “Welcome” are printed on three different lines.

Sometimes, it is convenient to view the output of a single line of printed text over several Python
statements. As an example, we may compute part of a complicated calculation, print an intermediate
result, finish the calculation, and print the final answer with the output all appearing in one line of text.
The “end” argument in print statement allows us to do so.

In the following example, if user is able to print the output in a single line. The “end” argument is
used for not shifting the control to next line. This is illustrated in the following example:

#Program to display output of different print statements in a single line
print('A', end=' ')
print('B', end=' ')
print('C', end=' ')
------------------------------------------
In [1]: runfile(...)
A B C

Explanation: In the above program, we have used “end” argument in print function. This will
cause the cursor to remain on the same line as the printed text. Hence, all the letters are printed in the
same line. Without this “end” argument, the cursor moves down to the next line after printing the text.

#Program to show use of end argument
print('Please enter an integer value: ')
print('Please enter an integer value: ', end='')
print('Hello')
print(end='Please enter an integer value: ')
------------------------------------------
In [1]: runfile(...)
Please enter an integer value:
Please enter an integer value: Hello
Please enter an integer value:

Explanation: The statement print('Please enter an integer value:') is an abbreviated form of the
statement print('Please enter an integer value:', end='\n') that is, the default ending for a line of printed
text is the string ’\n’, the newline control code. The next statement print ('Please enter an integer value:
', end='') terminates the line with the string ’Please enter an integer value:’ rather than the normal \n
newline code. The difference in the behavior of the two statements is indistinguishable. Similarly, the
statement print(end='Please enter an integer value: ') essentially moves the cursor down to next line.

Another keyword argument is “sep” which allows us to control how the print function visually
separates the arguments it displays. The name “sep” stands for separator. By default, the print function
places a single space in between the items it prints. The print() function uses a keyword argument
named “sep” to specify the string to use insert between items. The default value of “sep” is the blank
string’ ’, a string containing a single space.
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#Program to show the use of 'sep' argument in print statement
w, x, y, z = 10, 15, 20, 25
#Without separator.
print(w, x,y, z)

#Using no space as separator.
print(w, x,y, z, sep='')

#Using comma as separator.
print(w, x,y, z, sep=',')

#Using space as separator.
print(w, x,y, z, sep=' ')

#Using colon as separator.
print(w, x,y, z, sep=':')

#Using ----- as separator.
print(w, x,y, z, sep='-----')
------------------------------------------
In [1]: runfile(...)
10 15 20 25
10152025
10,15,20,25
10 15 20 25
10:15:20:25
10-----15-----20-----25

Explanation: The first output shows print’s default method of using a single space between
printed items. The second output line uses no space as separators, since sep=''. The third output line
uses commas as separators. The fourth line runs the items together with an empty string separator. The
fifth line uses colon as separator. The sixth line shows that the separating string may consist of
multiple characters.

1.5 OPERATORS

An operator is a symbol that tells the compiler to perform specific mathematical or logical
functions. Python language is rich in built-in operators and provides the following types of operators:
arithmetic operators, assignment operators, relational operators, logical operators and Boolean
operators. This section discusses these operators in detail.
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1.5.1 Arithmetic Operators
Different arithmetic operators like Addition(+) for adding two operands, Subtraction (-) for

subtracting second operand from first , Multiplication(*) for multiplying both operands , Division(/)
for dividing numerator by denominator , modulus operator(%) for determining remainder of after an
integer division, Exponential operator(**) for calculating exponential power value and Integer
division(//) for performing integer division and displaying only integer quotient. It should be noted
that in an expression where multiple operations are taking place, first the bracket (parenthesis) will be
given priority, followed by exponential, then division, multiplication, modulus, floor division,
followed by addition and then subtraction. The assignment operator is given the last priority and
finally the value of right hand side of expression is stored in the left hand side of the expression.

#Program to show the usage of arithmetic operators
value1 = int(input('Please enter a number: '))
value2 = int(input('Please enter another number: '))

#Using (+) to add two integers provided by the user.
print(value1, '+', value2,'=',value1+value2)

#Using (-) to subtract two integers provided by the user.
print(value1, '-', value2,'=',value1-value2)

#Using (*) to multiply two integers provided by the user.
print(value1, '*', value2,'=',value1*value2)

#Using (/) to divide two integers provided by the user.
print(value1, '/', value2, '=',value1/value2)

#Using (%) to determine the remainder from two integers.
print(value1, '%', value2,'=',value1%value2)

#Using (**) to determine exponential power from two integers.
print(value1, '**', value2,'=',value1**value2)

#Using (//) to perform integer division on two integers.
print(value1, '//', value2,'=',value1//value2)
------------------------------------------
In [1]: runfile(...)
Please enter a number: 21
Please enter another number: 4
21 + 4 = 25
21 - 4 = 17
21 * 4 = 84
21 / 4 = 5.25
21 % 4 = 1
21 ** 4 = 194481
21 // 4 = 5
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Explanation: The first two statements prompt the user to enter two numbers. When the user
types the number 21 and then presses the enter key, value1 is assigned the integer 21. Similarly, the
user enters number 4, which is stored in value2. Later, the different arithmetic operators produce the
desired result. It can be observed that 21/5 gives a float value while 21//5 gives only the integer
quotient and ignores the decimal part. The remainder 1 is displayed using modulus operator (%).

1.5.2 Assignment Operators
The different types of operators include: assignment operator (=) that assign values from right

side operands to left side operand. Python = A + B will assign the value of A + B to Python. Unlike C
and Java, Python does not have increment and decrement operators

#Program to use Assignment Operators
value1 = int(input('Please enter a number: '))
value2 = int(input('Please enter another number: '))

#Add AND (+=)assignment operator. It adds the right operand to the left operand and assigns the
result to the left operand. B += A is equivalent to B = B + A.
ans=value2
ans+=value1
print("The answer using addition assignment is:",ans)

#Subtract AND (-=) assignment operator. It subtracts the right operand from the left operand and
assigns the result to the left operand. B -= A is equivalent to B = B – A.
ans=value2
ans-=value1
print("The answer using subtraction assignment is:",ans)

#Multiply AND (*=) assignment operator. It multiplies the right operand with the left operand and
assigns the result to the left operand. B *= A is equivalent to B = B * A.
ans=value2
ans*=value1
print("The answer using multiplication assignment is:",ans)

#Divide AND (/=) assignment operator. It divides the left operand with the right operand and assigns
the result to the left operand. B /= A is equivalent to B = B / A.
ans=value2
ans/=value1
print("The answer using division assignment is:",ans)

#Integer Divison AND (//=) assignment operator. It divides the left operand with the right operand and
assigns the integer quotient to the left operand. B //= A is equivalent to B = B // A.
ans=value2
ans//=value1
print("The answer using integer division assignment is:",ans)
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#Modulus AND (%=) assignment operator. It divides the left operand with the right operand and
assigns the remainder to the left operand. B %= A is equivalent to B = B % A.
ans=value2
ans%=value1
print("The answer using modulus assignment is:",ans)

#Exponential AND (**=) assignment operator. It divides the left operand with the right operand and
assigns the remainder to the left operand. B **= A is equivalent to B = B ** A.
ans=value2
ans**=value1
print("The answer using exponential assignment is:",ans)
------------------------------------------
In [1]: runfile(...)
Please enter a number: 3
Please enter another number: 25
The answer using addition assignment is: 28
The answer using subtraction assignment is: 22
The answer using multiplication assignment is: 75
The answer using division assignment is: 8.333333333333334
The answer using integer division assignment is: 8
The answer using modulus assignment is: 1
The answer using exponential assignment is: 15625

Explanation: The above example demonstrates the use of different assignment operators in
Python.

1.5.3 Relational Operators
The different relational operators supported in Python are: Equals (==), not Equals (!=), Greater

than (>), Less than (<), Greater than or equal to (>=), Less than or equal to (<=). The use of these
operators is explained in the following program.

#Program to use relational operators in a program
a=60
b=30

#The equals(==) operator checks if the values of two operands are equal or not. If the values are equal,
then the condition becomes true.
print("The result of equals to operator is: ",a==b)

# The not equal to(!=) operator checks if the values of two operands are equal or not. If the values are
not equal, then the condition becomes true.
print("The result of not equals to operator is: ",a!=b)
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#The greater than (>) operator checks if the value of left operand is greater than the value of right
operand. If yes, then the condition becomes true.
print("The result of greater than operator is: ",a>b)

#The greater than or equal to (>=) operator checks if the value of left operand is greater than or equal
to the value of right operand. If yes, then the condition becomes true.
print("The result of greater than or equals to operator is: ",a>=b)

#The less than (<) operator checks if the value of left operand is less than the value of right operand. If
yes, then the condition becomes true.
print("The result of less than to operator is: ",a<b)

#The less than or equal to(<=) operator checks if the value of left operand is less than or equal to the
value of right operand. If yes, then the condition becomes true.
print("The result of less than or equals to operator is: ",a<=b)
------------------------------------------
In [1]: runfile(...)
The result of equals to operator is: False
The result of not equals to operator is: True
The result of greater than operator is: True
The result of greater than or equals to operator is: True
The result of less than to operator is: False
The result of less than or equals to operator is: False

Explanation: The above program shows the utility of different relational operators in Python.

1.5.4 Logical Operators
These operators are used when we need to check multiple conditions. Each of the condition is

evaluated to True or False and then the combined decision related to all conditions is taken. There are
3 logical operators in Python which include “and”, “or” and “not”. The “and” operator returns True if
all the conditions are True. The “or” operator returns True, if at least one of the conditions is True. The
“not” operator returns the opposite of the value. This means that if value is “True”, it will return
“False” and vice versa. These operators are explained in the following program.

#Program to show use of logical operators
x= 20
y= 30
z=25

#Using "and" logical operator.
print("The use of and operator returns:",x>z and y>z)
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#Using "or" logical operator.
print("The use of or operator returns:",x>z or y>z)

#Using "not" logical operator.
print("The use of not operator returns:", not x>z)
------------------------------------------
In [1]: runfile(...)
The use of and operator returns: False
The use of or operator returns: True
The use of not operator returns: True

Explanation: In the first example, x>z does not holds good and y>z holds correct. Since all the
conditions are not holding correct for “and” operator, hence result is “False”. In the second example
result is “True”, since, one condition is holding correct. In the last example x>z is “False”, but when
“not” operator is used, we get the result as “True”.

1.5.5 Boolean Operators
Boolean operators are applicable only on Boolean values and they provide Boolean output.

There are three Boolean operators: “and”, “or” and “not”. The Boolean operator always returns a
Boolean value as shown in the following program:

#Program to show the use of Boolean operators
x= True
y= False

#Use of "and" Boolean operator.
print("The use of and operator returns: ", x and y)
print("The use of and operator on x only returns: ", x and x)
print("The use of and operator on y only returns: ", y and y)

#Use of "or" Boolean operator.
print("The use of or operator returns: ", x or y)
print("The use of or operator returns: ", y or x)

#Use of "not" Boolean operator.
print("The use of not operator on x returns: ", not x)
print("The use of not operator on y returns: ", not y)
------------------------------------------
In [1]: runfile(...)
The use of and operator returns: False
The use of and operator on x only returns: True
The use of and operator on y only returns: False
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The use of or operator returns: True
The use of or operator returns: True
The use of not operator on x returns: False
The use of not operator on y returns: True

Explanation: The use of “and” operation on x and y returns “False” since both are not True.
However, “x” and “x” returns True since both the conditions are True. Similarly “y” and “y” returns
“False” since both the conditions are “False”. The use of “or” operator returns “True” since at least
one of the conditions is “True”. The “not x” returns False (opposite of True) and “not y” returns True
(opposite of False).

1.5.6 Operators Precedence
Operator precedence determines the grouping of terms in an expression and decides how an

expression is evaluated. Certain operators have higher precedence than others. For example, x = 7 + 3
* 2; here, x is assigned 13, not 20. Since, the multiplication operator has a higher precedence than the
addition operator, so 3 is first multiplied with 2 and then adds into 7. The following table shows
operator precedence in descending order.

Operator Details

() Parenthesis

** Exponential

/ * // % Division, Multiplication, Integer Division, Modulus

+ - Addition and Subtraction

>, >=, <, <=, ==, != Relational Operators

=, +=, -=, **=, /=, //-, %= Assignment Operators

not or and Logical and Boolean operators

The operators which have a higher precedence appear at the top of the table and those with the
lowest appear at the bottom. This means that within an expression, higher precedence operators will be
evaluated first. The following program shows the impact of operator precedence in Python.

#Program to show utility of operator precedence
x=20
y=10
z=5
print("Parenthesis has a highest precedence:",(x+z)*(x+y))
print("Multiplication has higher precedence than addition:",x+z*y)
print("Relational operators has a higher precedence than logical operators:",x>z or y<z)
------------------------------------------
In [1]: runfile(...)
Parenthesis has a highest precedence: 750
Multiplication has higher precedence than addition: 70
Relational operators has a higher precedence than logical operators: True
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Explanation: In the first example “x+z” and “x+y” are evaluated first since they are inside the
parenthesis and are then multiplied to each other. Hence, the result is: 25*30= 750. In the second
example, since, multiplication has higher precedence than addition, hence multiplication of z and y is
done first and then added to x. Hence, the result is 20+50 = 70. Similarly, in the last case since
relational operators have a higher precedence than logical, hence “x>z” and “y<z” are evaluated first
and then “or” operator is used. Since x>z is True and y<z is False, hence “or” operator used on True
and False returns True.

1.6 LIBRARIES IN PYTHON

Python has a rich collection of functions that comes along with Python software. Besides, Python
has an extensive list of functions which are accessible only when the user imports the required library.
Python library is a collection of functions and sub packages. Functions related to one domain are
grouped inside a library and when the user wants, a particular library can be accessed using import
statement in Python. There are thousands of libraries for Python, written by many authors. Some of
these libraries implement specialized statistical methods, others give access to arrays, and others are
designed to create visualization effects etc. The user can import the respective libraries in the program;
depending on the requirement to access particular functions. Some of the common libraries include:

1. numPy: The most fundamental library around which the scientific computation stack is
built is numPy (Numerical Python). It provides an abundance of useful features for
large, multi-dimensional arrays and matrices, along with a large library of high-level
mathematical functions to operate on these arrays.

2. pandas: A Python library designed to work with labeled and relational data is pandas.
It designed for quick and easy data manipulation, aggregation, and visualization. The
pandas is a spreadsheets for Python and it is able to describe the data efficiently. It can do
grouping and pivot tables on larger data than most spreadsheet programs.

3. matplotlib: A Python library that is tailored for creating simple and powerful visualizations
with ease is matplotlib. Line plots, Scatter plots, Bar charts and histograms, Pie charts, Stem
plots, Contour plots, Quiver plots, Spectrograms etc. Different formatting styles like title,
labels, grids, legends etc. are also available in this library.

4. seaborn: The seaborn library is mostly focused on the visualization of statistical
models; such visualizations include heat maps and those that summarize data but still
depict overall distributions.

5. scipy: The scipy contains modules for linear algebra, optimization, integration, and
statistics. It provides efficient numerical routines as numerical integration,
optimization, and many others via its specific sub modules. It adds significant power to
the interactive Python session by providing the user with high-level commands and classes
for manipulating data.

6. NLTK: The name of this suite of libraries stands for Natural Language Toolkit and, as
the name implies, it used for common tasks associated with symbolic and statistical
natural language processing. The functionality of NLTK allows a lot of operations
such as text tagging, classification, and tokenizing, name entities identification,
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building corpus, stemming, semantic reasoning etc. All of these building blocks allow
for building complex research systems for different tasks; for example, sentiment
analytics and summarization.

7. statsmodels: The statsmodels library for Python enables its users to conduct data
exploration via the use of various methods of estimation of statistical models and
perform statistical assertions and analysis. Among its many useful features are
descriptive and result statistics via the use of linear regression models and various
estimators.

As discussed earlier, the user can import the respective library depending upon his requirement of
necessary function. However, there are three different ways to import functions and library.

(i) from library import *: This approach imports all the functions from the library in the
program. This provides more opportunities for name collisions and hence makes code less
maintainable. Through this approach, we can call function directly from a library.

(ii) import library: This approach also imports all the functions from the library. The difference
between the two approaches is that through this approach, we need to specify library name
before calling a function and through the previous approach, the function can be called
directly by specifying the function name.

(iii) from library import function1,function2,…: This is considered to be the best approach, since
it imports only the required functions from library, which makes the code more manageable.

SUMMARY

 Python is an interpreted programming language and software environment for statistical
analysis and data visualization and reporting.

 Programing in an easy way can be done using Anaconda or PyCharm software. Anaconda
software include Jupyter Notebook and Spyder IDE.

 A single line comment start with a hash sign (#) in the start of line and Multi-line comments
can be created using triple double quotes (""") before and at the end of block.

 Python is a case-sensitive programming language
 Python does not allow punctuation characters such as @, $, and % within identifiers.
 The reserved words may not be used as constants or any other identifier names.
 Input in a Python program is taken using the input() and output is displayed using print()

function.
 The input() function accepts only string data. Python accepts numeric input from the user in

the form of an integer or float number using the int() and float() function respectively along
with input() .

 Python provides a distinct feature of taking input from the user using eval() function which
considers the data type according to the nature of input provided.

 Unlike other programming language like C, C++, it is possible to give multiple inputs using
one single input statement.
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 Another keyword argument is “sep” which allows us to control how the print function
visually separates the arguments it displays.

 Python language is rich in built-in operators and provides the following types of operators:
arithmetic operators, relational operators, assignment operators, logical operators and
Boolean operators.

 Python library is a collection of functions and sub packages. Some of the common libraries
include numpy, scipy, pandas, statsmodel, matplotlib, seaborn, NLTK etc.

QUESTIONS

1. Discuss the use of different logical operators in Python with example.
2. Is it possible to give multiple inputs using single statement? If yes, explain with an example.
3. Differentiate between the int() , float() and the eval() functions used for taking input from user.
4. What is the significance of operator precedence in Python?
5. What are the common libraries available in Python? Explain their importance

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS

1. This software does not help in Python programming.
(a) anaconda (b) spyder
(c) jupyter (d) visual

2. ______________ is not a keyword.
(a) answer (b) int
(c) eval (d) print

3. A multi-line comment in Python is written using ______________at the start and end of block.
(a) // (b) /*
(c) """ (d) #

4. The result of print("print("An","Example",sep='--') is:
(a) An Example (b) An Example --
(c) -- An --Example (d) An--Example

5. ______________ is not a library in Python.
(a) pandas (b) shapiro
(c) scipy (d) numpy
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